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PRINT DEVELOPMENT
Lucy & Yak’s prints are made to be unique and individual with no two pattern being the 
same as one another. Kirath’s wallpaper has been designed so that it doesn’t have to 
be lined up in a linear pattern. With this in mind, the print that has been created for the 
Autumn/Winter collection has been designed so each piece has a bit of individuality to 
it. The designs reflects on the authenticity of Kirath’s designs but also channels through 
inspiration from a mix of different sources. This particular print is called Memories of 
India inspired by sunrises, sunsets, the market culture found in Delhi and where Lucy & 
Yak all began, in the heart of Rajasthan.  

The Kirath Ghundoo collection, which we know a lot of you have been very excited 
about is finally here! Kirath has carefully handpicked nine pieces and includes a long-

awaited cardigan, comfortable midi skirt and a jacket that is designed to keep you warm 
during these colder months, featuring some signature Lucy & Yak design statements and 

new colourways including Sunset Sky, Bindi Red and Two Peas.   

Made from a mixture of organic fabrics that are designed to be hardwearing and come 
from local businesses found in Yorkshire. With large pockets, a twist on classic shapes 

and some new styles introducing a modern take on traditional seasonal colours.   

The collection is shot in the Peak District, paying tribute to the ruins, park life and 
reserves found in Rajasthan, where Ismail and his work family create our clothes.  

We’ve expanded our sizing from last year, so this collection comes in sizes 4-20, but 
without any changes to the fit!  

There will also be a limited edition print specifically curated for our Original Corduroy 
Dungarees and Boilersuit, which we know you’re going to love – oh, and let’s not forget 
that there is now a student discount available with a whopping 17% off everything with 

a valid student card!





‘DELILAH’ ORGANIC CORDUROY SHIRT 
Our new Delilah is made from corduroy that is 100% organic cotton. It’s a new full length 
shirt with 2 front pockets and is full reinforced around the cuffs and collar, giving a slightly 

heavier feel but adding to the quality. 

Handmade by Ismail and the guys in Indiq. The buttons are made from coconut shell too! 
Perfect for layering or adding a pop of colour to our outfits. 

£35



‘RONNIE’ ORGANIC COTTON TWILL SKIRT 
We know how much you love our Addison jeans, now in a beautiful midi skirt! 

A super high-waisted shape with a thick sturdy waistband and two L&Y buttons for 
closure. Really roomy hips (these have been called the “magic skirt” by our staff!) and 
a perfect length. One deep pocket on the left hand side and coconut button detailing 

down the right. 

Ronnie is super flattering, made from thick, hardwearing, denim-weigh 100% organic 
cotton - your new fave skirt! Smart and tailored yet comfy and casual.

The waistband sits high up at the smallest point on the waist so don’t forget to check 
your measurements. 

£50





‘ORGANIC PINI’ DRESS
Not quite the Midi but definitely not as short as the Mini, we introduce the Pini. Handmade 
by Ismail and his amazing team in India, from a soft mid-weight corduory that’s composed 

of 98% organic cotton and 2% elastane for a bit of stretch.

Featruring three Lucy & Yak metal buttons down each side, our new coconut button 
fastening and one chest pocket. These look amazing with a cosy sweatshirt underneath, 

or a spotted or patterned top. Dress with your chunky Docs or a pair of chunky trainers in 
warmer weather. 

£35 



‘DOTTY’ DOUBLE LAYER TEE

Our new double-layered Dotty tee!  
These tops are some of our fave - pair 
them together as a layered outfit or 

wear them separately. Either way level 
up your styling game to make your 

outfit even more fun...

Designed to be flattering on all shapes 
and sizes, the long sleeve, slim fitted 

layer has a high neckline than it’s 
sister who has a boxy, oversized 

shape perfect for layering or tie-ing 
up to wear with your Ronnie skirt or 

under our signature dungas! 

100% Organic Cotton 

£26 







‘HARLEY’ HEMP FLEECE CARDIGAN 

Our panelled cardigan bound to be 
your new fave cover-up! 

Relaxed shape with coconut button 
fastening. Drop shoulder, raglan 

sleeves, cosy cuffs at the wrist and an 
elasticated bottom hem. Full length, 

made from our hemp fleece, the 
warmest of our fabrics to date! 

Block coloured panelled design in two 
colour combos - Two Peas and Bindi 
Red. Great with high waisted denim, 

leggings or paired with a pini - oh, and 
it has two side pockets! 

£38 



‘ECHO’ ORGANIC COTTON TROUSERS
Same comfort as Kia but now with a drawstring waist made using recycled boat rope. 

The Echo is a versatile checked trouser - retro 70s vibes left, right and centre! 

Made from a lovely organic cotton twill, these trousers have a super relaxed fit and 
generous leg, perfect for rolling up. With a thick elasticated waist for maximum comfort 

- these are pretty cool and great for those with long legs. They can be worn at waist 
height or high up on the waist! And with two lovely deep pockets too! 

Echo is similar to our Kia and Alexas, however, they have a slightly thicker fabric to 
keep you warm. They also have a slightly slimmer fit so we recommend that if you found 

the others baggy to size up in Echo. 

£32 





‘JOEY’ PARKA COAT
A full length parka coat, made from super cool Sorona fabric - a high perfomance fibre 

made from 37% renewable plant-based materials. It’s soft and light but strong stain resistant 
and waterproof. We’ve also included a hemp fleece inner lining to keep you extra warm. 

Zip fastening, regular fit with elasticated  cuffed sleeves. We have also added 4 pockets so 
your essentials are never to far away! 

£65 

About Sorona: 

It’s the first of it’s kind - formed from 37% plant-
based material and the rest is polyester. We have 
used it so that we can support companies working 
on fabrics like this, as this is the first of it’s kind to 

the market. The more fabric companies realise that 
there’s a market for sustainable fabrics, the better 
they will become. 37% doesn’t sound like a lot but 

it’s a huge step in the right direction! 



KIRATH LIMITED EDITION ‘ORIGINAL’ 
CORDUROY IN MEMORIES OF INDIA

Introducing our highly anticipated designer collaboration, limited edition Memories of India 
print. 

Printed on organic cotton in our classic cuts - signature tie straps and oversized fit with 3 front 
pockets and a tapered leg. The boilersuit has  4 front pockets and coconut button fastening. 

We have worked hard for months to source the perfect corduroy for our dungas and 
boilersuits and we found it! This super soft, organic mid-weight corduroy is sustainable and 

ethically made! What more could you want? Oh comfort of course, yeah we got that covered 
too! They’re 98% cotton, with 2% elastane for a little bit of stretch so they move with you!  

£50 

£68 




